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What do online conversations
teach us about the future of
mobility and riders?
Methodology
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Conditions of use
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Conditions of use

The perils of pricing
In France, in addition to basic criticism
of prices, users saw a discrepancy
between the promised service quality
and the price paid.
Complex rate structures added to
the confusion and led users to raise
questions, which weren’t always
addressed directly to the managing
authorities.
Pricing also remains a key concern in
the Netherlands, where, more than
elsewhere, users tend to frame the
issue in terms of injustice and social
exclusion.

France
https://twitter.com/GL1318/statuses/993474492356849665

Germany
https://twitter.com/SandraSigel/statuses/1008759719333453824

Pricing is also mentioned as a problem
in Germany, but is viewed in terms of
transit system performance. In other
words, the main issue is the
relationship between rates and
quality of service.
Prices are also a sensitive topic in the
United States, but one rarely
mentioned in relation to the service
provided. More often, transportation is
viewed as an indication of the
unaffordable cost of living.
In Australia, however, pricing was a
very infrequent topic of conversation.

Netherlands
https://twitter.com/bck20k/status/971436305900032000

United States
https://twitter.com/BIGKev_75/statuses/999432094123249664
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Conditions of use

Checks and contradictions
Users take issue with how ticket checks
are conducted. Paying customers want
justice to be meted out to fare
evaders and cannot stand it when their
tickets are not checked. Conversely,
others find it unfair that the “one
time” they are checked is when they
don’t have a ticket.
In the Netherlands, we came across
many posts of photos with ticket
inspectors and customers, suggesting a
rather friendly atmosphere.
Unlike in France and the Englishspeaking countries, in Germany
checks are an important topic that
is viewed positively at times!

Netherlands
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkRymx2lYoW/?taken-by=selfieconducteurs

France
https://twitter.com/Coppet_leRenois/status/990608330493186049

Germany
https://twitter.com/snoopsmaus/statuses/1007653589270126592
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Conditions of use

Exclusionary mobility
Limited accessibility for disabled
people remains a sensitive topic across
all types of transit.

To a lesser degree, users also
experienced exclusion due to their
location, namely infrequent service
and poor/inexistent coverage (transit
deserts).
The comments in NL we found were
fairly divided between frustration
with poor coverage in certain
(mainly rural) areas and satisfaction
with new the routes being created.

UK
https://twitter.com/GreenCTransport/statuses/987314971934588928

Australia
https://twitter.com/jessjuler/statuses/999196561836920832

In Australia, social networks provide a
forum for expressing puzzlement
over poorly thought-out transit
systems and urban planning.

Netherlands
https://twitter.com/TanteWillemijn/statuses/1006251383421652993
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Conditions of use

Looking for a sign
In modern societies that sing the
praises of intermodal transportation,
customers pay close attention to transit
companies’ ability to guide passengers
and help them find their way.
In France, users frequently criticize
the quality of signage and question
operators’ ability to design simple,
intuitive itineraries from the
passenger’s perspective, both for
commuting and other trips.
In the Netherlands and Germany alike,
signage is a very minor topic.
While signage is mentioned very rarely
in the United States, many users talk
about getting lost in transit systems
during a first-time or even a regular
trip. It is clearly inferred that complex,
misleading transit systems are to
blame.

France
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=1656331481119431&id=1751
93682566559

Germany
https://twitter.com/stromschiene/status/1008643532482072576

United States
https://twitter.com/JuellSprings/statuses/1043627484615520256
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Safety and
security

Speeding and hasty decisions

Speed is a key insight for
understanding conversations about
safety in transit systems; it elicited the
most potent, spontaneous depictions
of risk due to the fact that it is
experienced as a group.
The topic also appears in Germany,
but to a much lesser extent, in the
form of a few miscellaneous criticisms.
In the United States and Australia,
speed and the resulting lack of
safety are both extremely prevalent
topics. The tone varies from matter-offact to disgruntled or ironic.

France
https://twitter.com/miss_cheverny/statuses/992416417839505408

Australia
https://twitter.com/Greg_Cook_/statuses/1036810074818105344

The underlying criticism targets the
driver, who is viewed as reckless and
endangering the riders’ life.

United States
https://twitter.com/Nayelii_h/statuses/1037780076471844865

United States
https://twitter.com/missundead_/statuses/1037109441827491842
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Safety and
security

Tales of incivility

The list of encounters with offensive
behavior shared on social networks
would be a long one. Unfortunately,
riders experience such behavior on a
regular basis.
These acts are unique in that victims
and witnesses are able to post
detailed accounts of incidents in
various forms (long posts, threads,
videos, photos, etc.), which serve as
evidence presented in public forums.

United States
https://twitter.com/baishababy/statuses/1037666955627560960

Netherlands
https://www.instagram.com/p/BiwN4_InLMG

Users in the Netherlands commented
on a wide range of offensive
behavior indicative of evolving social
norms. + fear of terrorist attacks.
In Germany, the signals here recount
minor rude encounters, more serious
forms of violence, and hostility
towards foreigners.
In the United States, the stories mostly
describe rude behavior experienced in
public transit. Racism is clearly a
major source of conflict between
individuals in the stories shared.
In Australia, the tales of incivility tend
to focus on rudeness between riders
that is partly to blame for the perceived
toxic environment on public transit.

Australia
France

Germany

https://www.instagram.com/p/BipVOHoDklN/

https://twitter.com/JurgenKrier/statuses/1007603325662089217

https://twitter.com/kathleenyano/statuses/1037699557663141888
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Safety and
security

The battle to coexist

In France and english speaking
countries, riders increasingly view
public spaces as a new territory to
defend in order to command respect
for their preferred mode of transit.
The perceived lack of safety heightens
their propensity to post and even
drives them to take up activist causes.
Physically exposed more than others,
pedestrians and cyclists are the most
active protest posters. Other forms of
public and personal transportation are
all viewed equally in terms of the risk
they pose.
France

Even outside of safety issues, users are
laying claim to public spaces by
putting forward their own vision,
under the guise of values that
sometimes contradict each other
(freedom, environmentalism, etc.).
In the NL, we did not notice any
tensions between users of different
modes of transit.

United States
https://twitter.com/autumngales/status/1018916592959172608

https://twitter.com/IVught/statuses/993396868422959104

UK
https://twitter.com/redbassett/statuses/986240353907
994624
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Performance
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Service
performance
It should come as no surprise that
riders’ experiences provide an endless
source of criticism about transit
service delays. The number of
participants in this new sport has
grown in step with technology and the
use of social networks, creating a
repetitive refrain, a sort of white noise,
which doesn’t always involve
demands for compensation. These
signals often serve as an outlet for
exasperation among regular riders,
who often make a mockery of the
situation.
In the Netherlands, delays do not seem
to be a problem, judging from the
number of signals on social networks.

Delays: a common refrain

Germany
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkIrzyCAI03/

France
https://twitter.com/spatiangel/statuses/994113543787204609

In Australia, we found complaints
about delays, but users were not
actually critical of the delay itself. 2
types of complaints: Wait times and
awful transfers.
In the United States, we also see this
eternal topic of complaint, but also—
and especially—criticism of the lack
of communication on the part of
transit systems.

Australia
https://twitter.com/PhilJacksonAU/statuses/1036362461639634944

United States
https://twitter.com/trapmasterrick/statuses/1036977076732084224
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Service
performance
While we tend to consider the concept
of comfort as a general feeling, users
mentioned a series of personal and
technical details that make life
difficult for them: discourteous staff,
major infrastructure deficiencies (roads
especially), malfunctioning/missing
services: power outlets, Wi-Fi, dining,
toilets, etc., overcrowding.
Only a limited number of signals
praised good service.
The issue of comfort is particularly
widespread in the United States
and Australia.

Little comforts

Angleterre
https://twitter.com/reversesweep/statuses/987378292775890944

Canada
https://twitter.com/breebeauregard/statuses/994184664242905088

Australia
https://twitter.com/Bilama2/statuses/1039288407745126400

Germany
https://twitter.com/derkiesel/statuses/1007643787223535616

Netherlands
https://twitter.com/RonaldChristiaa/statuses/995979091991056384

United States
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https://twitter.com/IAmMattBetz/statuses/1036702443113861120

Service
performance

Customer service in the crosshairs

The increase in critical remarks about
transit experiences is a logical
extension of rising expectations of
and attacks on customer service
departments at transportation
companies.
Explanations and calls for
compensation remain core
components of the signals detected,
but the customer service experience
itself has also become a topic of
conversation that can lead to a
strained relationship, damaging the
brand’s reputation over time.
In Germany, we observed
communications that were kinder, and
sometimes even friendly.

Netherlands
https://twitter.com/RobertvanGalen/statuses/1008354355077140480

United States
https://twitter.com/HankChisolm/status/1039293534732472321

France
https://twitter.com/guimikowski/statuses/981591181703467009

In the United States and Australia,
behind the rage of certain tweets to
corporate accounts we found criticism
of the quality of information
provided and customer service.
Along the same lines, apps and other
communications resources are often
lambasted for faulty updates that
display erroneous information. More
broadly, the formatting of transit
information frequently comes under
fire for its lack of clarity.

United States
https://twitter.com/HoldenWilen/statuses/1036959454737121280

United States

Germany
https://twitter.com/itsamattworld/statuses/1008394909253021696

https://twitter.com/CampLiferTX/statuses/1039143955298959360
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Advocacy

Caretakers
Some riders’ daily commuting
experiences awakens their sense of
civic duty. They serve as caretakers of
their environment, posting
organizational snags, service failures
and damages. Most have an
empathetic attitude in their
relationships with transit authorities
and their public-facing staff.
German riders contact transit
companies less frequency, but do make
a habit of warning their own circle
of friends about service
malfunctions, a practice that is more
targeted and less related to advocacy.
We identified two types of “caretaker”
posts in the United States:
-

Isolated alerts to point out a
problem—extremely uncommon
messages that serve as an outlet for
the poster more than anything else

-

Appeals for public support, in
this case a woman who witnessed
an accident suffered by another
women who couldn’t pay the
resulting medical bills—shocking
events that are met with much
more emotion and make a greater
impact.

France
https://twitter.com/Orphenia/statuses/993547015043866625

United States
https://twitter.com/GlobeMCramer/status/1014164010588164096

Germany
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bj9LOlZFhu7/
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Advocacy

The new vigilantes
Certain users with a less good-natured
mindset than the caretakers prefer to
don the role of informers or
vigilantes when they see acts
deemed inappropriate.
This trend has grown recently among
cyclists, some of whom even film their
rides to denounce the abuse to which
they feel they are victim, especially in
cities.
France
https://www.instagram.com/p/Bfh5yaWHlMT/?taken-by=kafkachronicles

United States
https://twitter.com/redbassett/status/995358619796475905

Australia
https://twitter.com/_christinatung/statuses/1024454766657564672

Germany
https://twitter.com/wgros/statuses/1008999863869231104

United States
https://twitter.com/stupid_bih/statuses/1038549069134622720

Advocacy

The citizen city planner (Australia and US)
Online transit experts—informed
citizens, academics, city planners,
etc.—form a subset of this new
“vigilante” movement who document
their opinions, supported by maps and
articles.
More specifically, they critique worndown or poorly designed transit
systems, mobility policies
considered archaic or absurd, while
often opting for conventional transit
rather than green modes of
transportation such as biking or
walking. These citizens take it upon
themselves to label investments as
unnecessary.

Australia
https://twitter.com/aussiewongm/statuses/1039759356143849472

Australia
https://twitter.com/Doturbanplanner/statuses/1036229805362929664

Their rhetoric holds up a more
respectful, environmentally friendly
society as the ideal.

United States
https://twitter.com/berthyman/statuses/1037844667323375616

Australia
https://twitter.com/HaertschD/statuses/1036528403040460801
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Advocacy

From advocacy to action (United States)
Public transit, which can pose risks to
riders and stoke related fears, is the
subject of stories shared as part of
the global #MeToo movement.
These personal accounts are similar to
the stories of everyday rudeness and
offensive behavior, but such a
powerful hashtag transforms them
from isolated incidents into part of
the movement.
Social networks have become more
than just an outlet; they are a
gathering place where change can be
effected through awareness raising.

https://twitter.com/sonalimantoomd/status/10446763684187095
10

United States
https://twitter.com/gulatinidhi/status/1040438771953659905

United States
https://twitter.com/XylatheALL/status/1047630833396469761

United States
https://twitter.com/CrystalKyanko/status/1047544707725709312
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Advocacy

The new environmental narrative
Public transport riders and cyclists
have become spokespeople for a new
environmental narrative in which
each comes forward to state why their
mode of transportation helps protect
the planet.
This rhetoric belies a very basic
understanding of the environmental
benefits.
Cyclists are the only ones who have
taken a stauncher activist approach.

United States
https://twitter.com/seanroche/status/1029563850570571776

There are several aspects unique to the
Dutch narrative, namely an emphasis
on taking the train instead of flying
and the importance of biking. We also
noted recurring comparisons between
cars and bikes that sometimes verge on
obsession.
In the United States, group dynamics
are being used to boost
environmental messages online. All
the topics covered—bike riding, the
fight against climate skepticism, urban
planning—seek to promote
awareness and share the dream of a
more environmentally conscious
society.

Netherlands
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkJ87KTHDqu/
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Germany
https://twitter.com/FahrradClub/status/1009406327490338816

United States
https://twitter.com/CarloDLC/status/1038210641197035520

Distraction

Title of the presentation | Date
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Distractions

Capturing daily life
While time in transit may be
considered solely as a means to get to a
destination, users’ posts on social
networks also demonstrate their
ability to think outside the purely
practical aspects of the mode of
transportation used.
Rides provide an opportunity to
capture daily life and let one’s
imagination run free. One category
of very active riders goes a step
further, honing in on one or several
obsessions, from the most sensible to
the most outlandish.

United States
https://twitter.com/DanaKirkendoll/statuses/1037093429694496768

Netherlands
https://www.instagram.com/p/BkRn6wAHnib/?utm_source=ig_twitter_
share&igshid=m7ltjkq0zf99

United States
https://twitter.com/BAMstutz/statuses/1038971475762524161

Capturing daily life while in transit is
one of riders’ favorite pastimes. A way
of escaping the daily grind?
It starts with a simple selfie and
continues with discovering surprising
people or things, and then evolves into
traditions shared with other riders or
friends in other places.
In the Netherlands, we noted that
situations in daily life were described in
a more joyful tone than elsewhere—
the messages conveyed riders’ good
mood.

United States
https://www.instagram.com/p/BnWJLAqBRMG/?utm_source=ig_twitte
r_share&igshid=1doe80yixbcsh

France
https://www.instagram.com/p/BhesJtqlZ7f/
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Outlook

The long tail of new trends
A flurry of new modes of transit—
gyropods, eWheels, electric scooters,
hoverboards and more—are forming
an infinitely long tail that could be a
harbinger of greater complexity in
how urban spaces are shared.
For the moment, few instances of
friction are appearing on social
networks. The current mood is one of
satisfaction and even euphoria as
these new modes develop and people
grow accustomed to them.
A new creative concept is emerging
that combines reassuring items that
everyone knows (skateboards, kick
scooters and longboards) with more
modern technologies, fostering a
new form of mobility that is electric,
connected and effortless.
In the United States, these new forms
of mobility are also welcomed with
enthusiasm, affection and sometimes
a bit of humor. Some are aware that
the trends are not entirely socially
acceptable because they can look
slightly ridiculous.

Germany
France

https://www.instagram.com/p/BkFBhghF16d/

https://www.instagram.com/p/BjF59JlgIiD/?tagged=boostedboards

United States
https://twitter.com/PeterFilms/statuses/1035950898424557568

United States
https://www.instagram.com/p/BnM4d3ggerz/?utm_source=ig_twitter_s
hare&igshid=1ukfl8vmx5q5v
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Outlook

Autonomous vehicles: fears awakened
While the autonomous vehicle
experience is not yet an operational
reality, it is generating both
fascination and fears on social
networks. Autonomous vehicles
concern users and awaken news-fueled
fears of a loss of steering and safety.
What remains to be seen is whether
these fears will play out in the actual
experience, a question that we do not
have enough signals to answer.

Denmark
https://twitter.com/copenhagenize/status/954657193902706693

France
https://twitter.com/BENITO1ER/status/977956161826836485

France
https://twitter.com/BerengerePeyrat/statuses/994981141844242433
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4 main lessons learned

#1 The basics. On-time performance, safety, price and

#2 Experts. Riders have become experts in their

comfort. The basic needs integral to the rider experience are
among the strongest signals on social networks,
demonstrating that there is still ample room for improvement.
One of the challenges may be structuring the signals in a way
that enables them to support corrective actions.

journeys, on the lookout for the slightest malfunction or
technical glitch, and critical of customer service. They should
be considered an informed audience on mobility issues.
Withholding information is now seen as one of the worst
offenses that operators can commit.

#3 Imagination. Riders are aware of and want to

#4 Activism. As urban areas grow more complex and

escape the utilitarian experience to enhance their daily life and
let their imagination flow. This form of expression, which is
influenced by current social trends, can only take shape on a
personal level. It would be difficult for a brand or authority
to take the initiative in this area.

modes of transit come and go, the rider experience may
evolve into a struggle to uphold one’s right to mobility and
defend the conditions governing transportation choices.

Thank you!

